Considering that atherosclerotic renal artery stenosis (ARAS) is prevalent in hypertensive patients undergoing coronary angiography, thus screening for early diagnosis of ARAS is crucial for saving renal function and prevents others complication and prolongs patients life, all by timely intervention. Hence, we suggest to conduct a renal angiography in conjunction with coronary catheterization in hypertensive patients, especially in smoker hypertensive cases and hypertensive individuals who suffer from heart failure.
Introduction
Renal artery stenosis (RAS) is defined as narrowing of the renal artery lumen (1) . The most common etiology of RAS is atherosclerosis, which involves the main renal artery (2) .
RAS is a leading factor of secondary hypertension, ischemic nephropathy and ESRD. Additionally, it is a progressive disease that, renal artery perfusion slowly declines and eventually renal function and structure deteriorates (2) . Individuals with atherosclerotic renal artery stenosis (ARAS) are frequently asymptomatic and have no characteristic laboratory test, making its timely diagnosis a major clinical problem. On the other hand early diagnosis of ARAS is of a great importance while timely intervention can improve clinical outcome (1) . ARAS and coronary artery disease (CAD) are two manifestations of a same pathogenesis which is atherosclerosis. Thus, it is not an unusual event that a patient with CAD suffers from ARAS and conversely (8) . Existence of ARAS worsens the CAD course and prognosis (2) . On the other hand CAD is one of the most important reasons of death in ARAS patients (9) . The prevalence of RAS in individuals with suspected CAD who underwent coronary angiography was reported 11.3% to 39% by some studies (1) . 1%-5% of individuals with blood hypertension (HTN) suffer from ARAS, while it is the most etiology of secondary HTN (2) . Due to high coexistence of ARAS and CAD in cases with angiography diagnosed CAD (10) it has been advised renal angiography be performed in conjunction with coronary angiography (9) .
Objectives
Considering that ARAS is prevalent in hypertensive patients and since there is no data about the prevalence of ARAS in our region and due to the fact that identifying predictive risk factor for ARAS in individuals who are suspected for CAD is of great importance, hence, this study provides a golden opportunity for timely intervention which can improve ARAS clinical course and prognosis. Therefore, this study aimed to estimate the prevalence of ARAS in hypertensive patients who referred to our hospital, heart center and identify predictive factor for ARAS in above mentioned population.
Patients and Methods

Study patients
This is a prospective cross-sectional study which performed between March 2009 and October 2010 in Ahvaz, Emam hospital. The inclusion criterion was any hypertensive patient who was suspected for CAD and referred to the hospital, heart center. The exclusion criteria were the followings: 1) weight more than 120 kg; 2) presence of acute renal failure and 3) history of contrast media sensitivity. Thirty-eight persons from 312 individuals were excluded from the study due to of exclusion criteria and 274 cases enrolled the study. Informed consent was obtained from all candidates before entering the study. All patients fulfilled a questionnaire consisted of demographic data (including age and sex) and history of smoking, diabetes, hyperlipidemia, heart failure, HTN, renal failure, familial history of cardiovascular disease (CVD).
Determination of hypertension
Presence of HTN was determined by either the history of HTN and taking antihypertensive agents or blood pressure above140/90 mm Hg on two serial physical exams. Selected individuals underwent renal angiography after the completion of their coronary angiography by femoral approach, using a pig tail catheter and injecting 30 cc nonionizing contrast agent (ominopaque 350, visipaque 320) with the speed of 15 cc/s. Narrowing greater than 50% of the coronary and renal artery lumen were considered as CAD and RAS respectively. CAD and RAS were reported by two experienced interventional cardiologists.
Ethical issues
1) The research followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki; 2) informed consent was obtained, and they were free to leave the study at any time; and 3) research was approved by the ethical committee of Jundishapur University of Medical Sciences, Ahvaz, Iran.
Statistical analysis
Data were analyzed with chi-square test and logistic regression model by SPSS version 19. A P value below 0.05 were considered significant.
Results
Of total 312 hypertensive patients, 274 patients enrolled in the study. The enrolled cases underwent renal angiography just after coronary angiography. The mean ± SD of age of patients who enrolled in the study were 60.75 ± 10.92 (ranging from 29 to 88 years). 108 (39.4%) were male and 166 (60.6%) were female. Table 1 demonstrates the frequency and distribution of enrolled patients from the point view of their risk factors including smoking, diabetes mellitus, hyperlipidemia, renal failure, heart failure and familial history of CVD. Based on the definition of RAS in our study, 50 patients (18.2%) identified as RAS cases. Of 50 patients, 42 individuals (14.16%) had unilateral RAS and 9 patients (3.24%) suffered from bilateral RAS. Our findings from coronary angiography are shown in Figures 1 and 2 . Mono-vessel, two vessels, and three vessels disease were found in 18.31%, 20.42% and 44.85% respectively ( Figure 1 ). Mono vessel, two vessels, and three vessel involvements were identified 24%, 26% and 44% respectively ( Figure 2) . Table 2 represents baseline clinical features of the study 
Discussion
In this study, we investigated hypertensive patients who were suspected for CAD and underwent simultaneous coronary and renal artery angiography and found that the prevalence of ARAS in this population was 18.2% which was nearly high. 14.99% of the study population had unilateral ARAS while 3.24% of them suffered from bilateral ARAS. In the study conducted by Rokni et al (between October 2009 and July 2011) at Tehran heart center, the prevalence of ARAS was reported as 40% in their study group (10) . This high prevalence in this study is due to the fact that most of their cases who underwent renal angiography suffered from resistant HTN and renal dysfunction; whereas, just 8.3% of our study population had renal failure and most of our cases had controlled HTN. In another study conducted by Rimoldi et al, the prevalence of ARAS in hypertensive patients who referred for coronary angiography was reported 8% (11) . On the other hand the study conducted by Shah et al in Peshawar (12) and the study performed by Yamashita et al (13) , the prevalence of ARAS was estimated 13%. These differences in the reported prevalence from various studies is partly related to the demographic differences including difference in participants mean age and existence or absence of underlying diseases which worsen atherosclerosis. Accordingly, this discrepancy between results is partly attributed to the ethnical, regional and lifestyle pattern differences. High prevalence of atherosclerotic risk factors in our society and inactivity and low activity in large spectrum of people as well as atherogenic diet can justify this high prevalence of ARAS which reported by our study. In this cross-sectional study we assessed the relationship between ARAS and the following risk factors, including age, sex, diabetes mellitus, hyperlipidemia, smoking, renal failure, heart failure, and familial history of CVD. We found that smoking and/or presence of heart failure could predict ARAS in hypertensive patients significantly (P value: 0.001; 0.022 respectively).
Smoking as predictive factor of ARAS is in contrast with some others study findings (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) . This controversy can be explained by the coexistence of other diseases of above mentioned study participants, while all of individuals who enrolled in our study were hypertensive and therefore had at least one risk factor for atherosclerosis. Above controversy can be justified more by the difference in pack-years cigarettes smoking among population in which our study population had greater cigarette pack-year rate than others study participants probably. Based on our study findings, the presence of heart failure in hypertensive patients can predict ARAS. This finding is in concordance with finding of a study performed by Tumelero et al which they concluded the presence of a strong relationship between left ventricular dysfunction and ARAS (20) . This fact can be clarified in this way that heart failure syndrome is a chronic disease in nature (regardless of some clinical state which called acute heart failure) and occurs years after an index event (mostly an atherosclerotic induced cardiovascular event). Hence, the presence of heart failure syndrome in hypertensive patients represents the several years of atherosclerosis risk factors existence in such patients which leads to systemic arterial atherosclerotic stenosis potentially.
As with the finding of other studies (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) , we found no significant relationship between diabetes, hyperlipidemia, familial history of CVD and ARAS existence, thus these findings are another stamps of verification that hypertensive patients with above mentioned risk factor who are suspected for CAD and must be evaluated angiographically from the point view of coronary vasculature should not underwent simultaneous renal artery angiography.
In this study we found no relationship between sex and ARAS which is in contrast with some other studies (23) . They concluded that there is a relationship between female sex and the presence of ARAS. Wang et al explained this relationship by the fact that their female participants were older than male cases (25) . This finding should be clarified by the future studies, since we expect that atherosclerosis onset is earlier in men individuals and its severity to be greater in male sex apparently. Based on our results, no relationship between age and ARAS was existed, which is in contrast with some other studies (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) . This result should further tested with larger samples.
Conclusion
To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first report which demonstrates the predictive role of smoking and heart failure for ARAS in hypertensive individuals. We suggest further studies in order to reassess these predictive roles in future.
Considering that ARAS is relevant in hypertensive patients undergoing coronary angiography (one case from each five individuals, nearly) and screening for early diagnosis of ARAS is crucial for saving renal function and prevents others complication and prolongs patients life, all by timely intervention, we suggest renal angiography in conjunction with coronary catheterization in hypertensive patients, especially in smoker hypertensive cases and hypertensive individuals suffer from heart failure.
Limitations of the study
The limitations of our study was small sample size and short duration of investigation.
